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The Red Dragon Adventures

The Red Dragon- Eve & Richard Terry
Don’t talk to me about Land Rovers. My husband spends more time with his than with me. If he’s not
tinkering, he’s looking on eBay at LR related sites or greenlaning, or just talking Land Rover, So
when he drove me to a muddy field in Wiltshire to look at a 101- A tin box on wheels rotting away
under a tree, I was underwhelmed. Firstly, it looked ridiculous. Secondly, it was falling apart. Thirdly
it was going to cost the same as a proper, legal, roadworthy car. So, obviously, he bought it. It was a
LHD ambulance, which had already been stripped out, and was in a very sorry state, it had a nokken
winch on the front which he convinced me he could sell to compensate for the price of the thing. So
why didn’t I make a fuss? It was that magic word, ‘Over lander’. We’d done a fair bit of travelling in
the past, but now he seduced me with the prospect of being able to travel to remote and rugged
places and be able to stand up in a vehicle with some creature comfort. I was seduced.

Except we couldn’t stand up in it, and the 101 held more creatures than comforts. To make matters
worse, the costs escalated rapidly. First we had to drive up a Welsh mountain to buy wheels, and
then North to Jon Goalan’s to get ideas for building a new body, then west to find a second hand TDi
diesel engine. The list of purchases grew and grew. Even though most items were second-hand, we
still visited Paddocks. (Don’t bother, it’s a grim, cold, shed made of concrete blocks, not even a
burger bar nearby).I became adept at looking interested while he fretted about the size of his bell
housing and the length of his rod. What’s more, it wasn’t just the parts he needed, but also the tools
he declared were essential to do a ‘proper job’. So we now owned a riveter, all sorts of spanners,
and even a gas heater so he could work in all weathers. Gradually, it took shape and I could see the
potential, even if it leaked oil and broke down on the way to the MOT garage. The mechanicals were
done, and we could search together for windows, a caravan door, seats (from a Ka), solar panels,
water tanks, etc. I was beginning to get involved. From first sight to final finish took 18 months, a lot
of grunting and a lot of money. But once the decals had been stuck on, The Red Dragon was born.

Some interior pictures of The Red Dragon build.

Find out where we went in the next issue of Six Stud.

The Red Dragon (Part 2) - Eve & Richard Terry
The Red Dragon was ready to roll on April Fool’s day 2014. I’m not being big-headed, but after all
our efforts, it was looking pretty good inside and out, and turned a few heads. On our trial run to
Nottingham we only had one minor brake fluid problem, so felt well equipped to drive to the China
border a week later.
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I won’t bore you with the journey through
Western Europe as apart from buying cheap
diesel in Luxembourg and remembering to get
vignettes in Austria and Bulgaria, it’s a smooth
and speedy ride, well, 50mph. too speedy as it
turned out, as we arrived at the Turkish border 5
days earlier than the visas started. Let’s just say,
money changed hands and we entered Turkey.

After 8 days of wild camping we needed a site where
we could wash clothes and top up the water tanks.
Rich had to change the front hub oil seal and ping!
The circlip flew into the long grass. After two hours of
searching with some eager young helpers it was
retrieved and we set off for Istanbul.

I was glad we had opted for the sound blanket, as Rich could clearly hear me yelling and shrieking
as millions of crazy drivers wove in and out at breakneck speeds.
Our site in Istanbul was a lorry park in the centre of the city with no facilities apart from the night-time
entertainment of young amorous Turks and their very noisy conquests. The upside was the location,
which meant we could reach all the beautiful palaces and mosques on foot.
5 days later we took the slow and hilly north road along the Black Sea to Georgia and from there to
Azerbaijan. The reactions to the 101 depended on the country. In Turkey, the locals would say
“welcome my friend, I have a brother in London, do you know him?” The Georgians would stare
warily from a distance, until they were invited to come and look, when they became excited and
interested. But in Azerbaijan, they would swarm into the cab uninvited, touching everything, opening
cupboards, and we had to push them out.

Fisherman’s Wharf Istanbul. Parking £7.60 p.n.
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Road to Baku, Azerbaijan

The Dragon performed brilliantly. It had its quirks, I had to regularly pour brake fluid from one
little pot to the other, and we mistakenly filled the water tanks with sea water, Yuk! And it crawled up
steep hills so slowly that we only overtook 9 vehicles in 6 days-but it got us to Baku, the gateway to
the Caspian Sea just 40 days after leaving Somerset.
Find out more next issue!

The Red Dragon (Part 3) - Eve & Richard Terry
The idea of crossing the Caspian sea was exciting, but leading up to it was frustrating and timeconsuming. Having found a spot to park near the port ticket office, our next job was to get visas for
Turkmenistan. Unfortunately it was Turkmen Poetry Day, so the embassy staff told us to return in
four days time. Baku is the oil and gas-rich capital of Azerbaijan, full of suits and marble
underpasses, multi-lane highways and dream-car showrooms. So not much for us then, apart from a
McDonalds with internet access, and cheap meat pies.
Baku Port

Nato trailers heading for Afghanistan

The Dragon became the meeting place for other travellers, we exchanged information and dispensed
tea- very British. Our visas finally materialised, but only for 5 days transit,- we couldn’t afford any
delays in Turkmenistan or we’d risk fines and deportation.
Shipping across the Caspian isn’t designed for passengers. There are a few cargo vessels who will
take extra vehicles (at a cost) if there’s any space after the trains, lorries and containers have been
loaded. Eventually we were told a ship would be leaving at 8pm. The loading took ages, as the forklift truck broke, and the blokes shouting instructions and waving arms had little effect. We were last
on, and as the Dragon couldn’t fly, we had to pay extra for the use of the sheet of metal that spanned
the harbour to the ship. We set sail at 4am.The 18 hour crossing was smooth, and uneventful. The
ship was old and rusty, an ex-Russian tub, but we managed to get a tiny, grubby cabin which we
bug-sprayed, and then peered through the port-hole to count hundreds of oil and gas platforms and
playful porpoises.
Landing in Turkmenbashi was efficient, but we hadn’t bargained with six hours of bureaucracy. There
were 20 different hand-written transactions, signatures, payments and scrutiny from grim,
humourless officials who insisted we emptied the entire contents of the 101 for examination. It was
stressful and exhausting. Basically, tourists are rare and are treated with suspicion and some
hostility. When we finished we pulled into a carpark for a kip although the whole town stank of oil. We
had already lost one of our precious transit days.
Turkmenistan is weird. The last dictator named the days after his relations, banned dancing, and had
gold, revolving statues made in his honour. The new president seems to be following in his footsteps.
Our route took us through the capital, Ashgabat, where it is an offence to have a dirty vehicle, but
we couldn’t find a car-wash. The place was like a film-set. White marble buildings, ladies sweeping
the road, hardly any traffic except for Toyotas, no mess, no noise, no life. We didn’t hang about, but
headed North through the sand and scrub of the Karakum desert.
The road was good, until we turned off to see the Derweza gas crater. We had to struggle through
deep sand, but the glowing flames which had been burning since the Soviets left in the fifties were
worth the detour, and a good overnight stop.

Karakum Desert Turkmenistan

The Derweza Gas Crater Turkmenistan

When your time is limited and the terrain is hostile, it’s sod’s law that you’ll breakdown. The Dragon
stopped in the middle of the desert, so Rich changed the oil filter. 50km further, it stopped again. The
cavalry arrived in the shape of an Odyssey overland tour truck. The kind driver and his mate grunted
and sweated with Richard for 90 minutes, finally changing the up-lift pump, while the 20 tourists
good-naturedly waited in the shade of their truck, or went for a bush pee.
Eventually we got to the border with hours to spare, only to be told by customs that we had to turn
back, as the exit town was not the one designated on our specified route. The fact that the specified
route was impassable was no excuse. It was time for the $20 bribe.
It was good to leave the oppressive regime of Turkmenistan, but I made the mistake of thinking
there would be a fuel station near the border. Turkmen diesel costs a mere $15 for 70 litres, Diesel in
Uzbekistan- well, there isn’t any- unless you find a black market, and we were down to a quarter of a
tank.
The road into Uzbekistan couldn’t have been more different. The people were friendly, smiling and
waving at the Dragon, there were green fields, streams, and the general hub-bub of daily life.This
was real Silk-Route country. The roads which Marco Polo took as he traded between China and
Europe 600 years ago, a heritage which the Uzbeks are proud to display. Our first stop was Khiva, a
fortress town where every inch has been restored. We booked in to a guest house. The first real roof
over our heads in 7 weeks, Bliss! We could swing our arms without hitting a wall, have a long shower
and sleep in a real bed.
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The walled city is lively and colourful. Strangers want to have us in their group photos, because we
are European. Stalls and bazaars are everywhere, and the locals are dressed in bright colours and
textured fabrics. In the evening the landlord fed us on ‘plov’, the national dish of rice, veg, and a few
lumps of indeterminate meat. It tasted great, because for once I didn’t have to cook. He also
arranged for ‘a friend’ to bring us 40l of diesel the following morning. We must’ve got too cocky,
because as we drove into Urgench, the next town, the Dragon started to lose power again. It took
ages to discover a split in the fuel line, where air was getting through. Luckily, we found a hardware
shop selling hosepipe, and managed to replace it, but an hour later the problem re-occurred. The
engine went well when it was cold, but after about 50km, it struggled, and we had to repeatedly park
up under shade to let it cool. Did you guess the problem? Yes, eventually we cleaned up the clogged
fuel filter, and bingo, we were back on the road.
Our next destination was the ancient city of Bukhara, famous for its impressive mosques and
medressas, cobbled back-streets and colourful bazaars. The craftsmanship on the buildings was
awesome, and the people were hospitable and happy to talk openly about their lives.
Not everyone was friendly, as we discovered. We were the victims of a scam. Some guys pulled up
in front of us, waved us down, and offered us diesel from the jerry cans in their boot. We eagerly
agreed a price, for 60l, they took a funnel and started to pour, exhorting Rich to move back so he
didn’t get splashed. A few cans later, we gave them the money and they roared off. Only then did
Rich turn on the ignition and see the fuel needle was still on a quarter. The ‘pouring’ had all been
pretence. We were subdued, but hey, at least they didn’t put sugar in the tank.
The city of Samarkand is one of the more famous Silk-Route places, and also the most touristy. The
architecture is impressive, and youngsters are keen to chat and practice their English. Again, it has
been renovated, but it’s beautiful. A great place to stock up with essentials before we head South
towards Termez, on the Afghan border, the hottest town in Uzbekistan.
The roads to the South are in various stages of construction once we are away from the wealthy
cities. The villages are poor, with mud walls and the remains of decaying Soviet factories. There are
many checkpoints, but we are waved through, and on arriving in Termez, a remote wild-west town,
the Russian hotel receptionist is surly and unhelpful. Apparently it’s very rare for English people to
come here, which is more than you can say for Daewoo mini-busses, which make up 60% of the
traffic. We stay one night, and drive on to the next border.
Uzbekistan is a lovely country to visit, but it’s nice to get away from the civilization of the cities and
back to wild and rugged landscapes where the 101 can prove it’s amazing capabilities.
Next stop, Tajikistan.

The Red Dragon (Part 4) - Eve & Richard Terry
Borders on the 'Stans” are a pain. It takes ages to get through the formalities. The driver is sent one
way, his passengers another. Everything is handwritten, and the officials go through the vehicle with
a fine tooth-comb, inspecting anything unusual with suspicion. And of course- they don't speak any
English.
Leaving Uzbekistan was no exception. Naturally, all the border officials wanted a good look at a 101,
inside and out. A cheeky soldier helped himself to our coffee, Richard ended up doing a restless leg'
dance to explain his Clonazepan, and a power cut added to the delay, but eventually with a bit of
arm waving and lots of smiling and nodding, we were in Tajikistan.
The roads were in a bad way. This is a poor country, and although foreign aid is slowly coming,
many of the routes marked on the map were actually impassable, requiring detours of up to 2 days.
There were many ruined and deserted concrete Soviet factories where we parked up for the night,
and roads were busy with ancient Russian trucks and rusting farm machinery. We washed the
Dragon with water from an irrigation ditch and headed for the capital, Dushanbe.
We'd been advised to visit the British Embassy to check the safety and conditions of the roads
ahead. The ambassador, Robin Ord, and his assistant Mary were very helpful. They gave us an
emergency number, an explanatory letter in Russian, a print-out of road conditions, warnings about
mines on roadsides, and lovely cups of British tea. Robin was a L.R. enthusiast. He recommended
that for a really exciting drive, we should tackle the Wakhan Valley-one of the remotest places in
Asia with some of the highest mountains on the planet- a challenging narrow gorge of 210km that
divides Tajikistan from Afghanistan and Pakistan.
We left Dushanbe and headed South to Kolob,- the gateway to the Wakhan Valley. The people were
friendly, we were invited to join in a wedding dance, given gifts of cherries, and greeted with smiles
and waves as we drove through amazing lake land scenery and mud-brick villages. Gradually the
terrain became harsher.

The mountains were snow-capped, and the roads
were a mixture of potholes, orange mud, deep
puddles and gravel. With our Cooper Discovery
ST tyres the 101 coped admirably.
As we climbed the road up into the Pamir
Mountains, the driving became more challenging.
There were numerous rock falls, and then the
road narrowed to a track, and if we looked down
there was a 200' sheer drop down to the roaring
River Panj. The road was so narrow, we breathed
in when a Chinese lorry came from the other
direction, and our offside wheels clung to
unstable cliff edges. On the other side of the
river, Afghans waved to us. The mountains were
so high; we craned our necks to see the sky. The
land was rocky and inhospitable and we averaged 20mph each day. Our water came from springs,
and we struggled to find spaces big enough to park at night between cliff edge and river gorge.
Eventually we reached the lawless town of Khorog. There had been a riot the previous week and 30
citizens had been killed, but in spite of underlying tensions between police and townsfolk, it was
good to see people, shops, and even a set of traffic lights. We relaxed for a couple of days, parking
in a side-street, topping up supplies, strolling through the park and wondering at the diverse mixture
of ethnic origins among the locals- Chinese, Russian, Mongol, Tajik, Uzbek, Khazak and Kyrgyz. The
101 invited friendly curiosity, but no problems.
The landscape became a little softer after Khorog. The Valley widened, the snowy peaks of the
Hindu Kush across the River Panj made a striking contrast with the blue sky, and we saw golden
marmots playing in the rocky scrub, and odd
roadside shrines topped with the horns of Marco
Polo sheep. The road surface was corrugated by
bulldozer tracks and the Dragon rattled and
shook along the Khorgush Pass at 4000m above
sea level, but no damage was done.
We joined the Pamir Highway, asphalt-smooth,
quiet, and comfortable. Bliss.. Even at this
altitude the landscape is gentle and green, the
lakes are turquoise. We relaxed near Yoshika
lake, sitting in a field near a family of Tajiks, who
showed us inside a crumbling sheep’s' hut. Inside
there was a thermal spring constantly filling a
rusty old enamel bath? A bath never felt so goodeven with a frog for company!

Driving on the Pamir Highway seemed tame. No ravines, hair-pin bends, avalanches, even the
Chinese Lorries had turned off. However, climbing to 4300m, the brakes weren't working. Richard
realised that vacuum-servo brakes relied on air-pressure, and the high altitude diminished their
performance. Having a turbo meant engine power wasn't affected; it was just a bit smoky.
The next town on the map was Murgab, we were looking forward to some civilization. Sadly Murgab
turned out to be a street made of a dozen shipping containers with old ladies selling a few shrivelled
carrots, out of date Snickers bars, and second hand shoes. We did manage to buy diesel, which
came in buckets and was funnelled into the tanks, and met a Belgian couple with a Nissan pick-up
with clutch damage. The Murgab Mafia had charged
them $700 to get it towed into town, -about 65miles,
but nobody could reset their ECU. (So much for
modern technology).
Next morning brought rain and grey clouds, we
climbed up to 4630 meters, and it started to snow. Mile
after mile of empty road were edged with electrified
wires, wooden poles and razor wire. We had reached
the beginning of the Chinese border on our right, but
we were heading for Kyrgystan.
Ahead the road surface deteriorated. Asphalt gave
way to pot-holes and scree. The scenery became
bleak. As night fell on this freezing desolate mountain
pass, we decided to tackle the border the next day, and slept with all our clothes on.
Next chapter,- Kyrgystan.

The Red Dragon (Part 5) - Eve & Richard Terry
I don't know if you've been following our adventures in the 101 from Dorset to Kyrgyzstan, but
hopefully you have found them interesting so far.
In the last chapter we were stuck overnight at 4,600 meters in snow at a remote Tajikistan border
post, and we were freezing cold. Next morning, the Dragon was reluctant to start, but then, so were
we! The road was an icy, muddy, track. The border post was a battered caravan with a couple of
miserable guards who were reluctant to leave the warmth of their log burner to check our paperwork.
Amazingly, in one of the remotest places in the world, we got a phone signal- something we can't get
in parts of Dorset. The track disappeared. We drove through rivers, shale, rocks and stones for 20
miles of no-mans land. On entering Kyrgyzstan, the landscape suddenly softened. Although we were
still at high altitude, the mountains changed to high plateaus with babbling streams and green
meadows. White felt and canvas yurts peppered the hillsides and families herded hundreds of
beautiful horses across the lush countryside. The proud, high cheek-boned riders demonstrated
amazing skill, often bare-back, on their mounts, and were not at all fazed by the strange presence of
a 101 parking on their land.
Road quality improved. Obviously
there was more money here than in
neighbouring Tajikistan, and we
enjoyed the luxury of tarmac, although
there was still very little traffic but we
relaxed too soon. Around a bend was
a 3-mile queue of cars, carts and
Lorries. We discovered that there was
a road-block, and some of the
disconsolate drivers had been waiting
there for 4 days. We drove to the front
of the queue, calling out “Tourist!
English!” and saw nine yurts erected
right across the road, and a large
group of determined and excitable
men, all waving and shouting. The
block was a political protest, and we
could feel the tension. Richard was
sent to a tent to talk to 'The Boss',
while I stayed to guard the Dragon. On
reflection, I should have remained in
the cab, as I was grabbed and
molested by some of the men, but
thankfully Richard soon returned. With
mime and hand signals, he had
managed to negotiate with The Boss.
We were permitted to by-pass the road
block, by dropping 50 degrees down a
river bank, then driving midstream,
and climbing up the steep bank on the
other side. Driver skill and 101 power
got us out of a nasty situation. As our
altitude dropped, the Dragon started
more easily, the brakes worked, and
we could light the gas stove. However, there was a problem with the inverter. The condenser had
burned out and consequently, the fridge didn't work. Our fresh food rapidly deteriorated in the heat,
and we resorted to a lump of dried milk, which we had to grate!

After a few days of driving through rolling hills, we arrived in the town of Osh. We booked into a
crumbling ex-Soviet hotel. Our room had a toilet, sink and shower, - but no water. Osh did, however,
boast an amazing market where we managed to buy a capacitor, a soldering iron and solder wire.
Hey Presto, Richard the “Wonder Wizard” fixed the inverter and fixed the fridge. Very welcome in 42
degrees of heat.

After replenishing our stock of supplies, we headed for the open road past turquoise lakes, multicoloured mountains and amazing scenery. We were invited into humble yurts to sample alcoholic,
fermented mare's milk, and to admire rosy-cheeked babies. The roads got steeper, the Dragon lost
power, and we replaced the main fuel filter with our last spare. Then we spotted water pouring out,
under the chassis. The calorifier pipe had burst again. Once fixed, we filled the empty tank from a
nearby stream and continued up 2000m of zig-zag mountain roads, with hardly a car in sight.

Gradually, however, the traffic started to increase,
and eventually we reached the capital of
Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek.

After so many days and weeks of empty roads, the
frantic city traffic was stressful, especially as many
Kyrgys have never passed a driving test. (We found
out that you can simply buy your licence for a 25$
bribe.) But our Sat Nav was working, and led us to
the Kazakh embassy where we applied for our next
visa- to Kazakhstan. The down side was it wouldn’t
be ready for another week.
Glad to leave the hub-bub of Bishkek, we headed
east towards lake Issyk-Kul, the previous holiday
resort of important Soviet dignitaries back in the
eighties
On the way, we managed to get a
n oil change,- a rudimentary task involving buckets,
jugs, some dodgy-looking fluid, a sleepy mechanic
and the usual group of curious men peering under the
bonnet.
The lake is enormous and very
beautiful. Its 170km long and 70km wide. The water is
blue, clean and warm. The sandy beaches are empty,
and the surrounding snowy mountains create a
stunning backdrop. There are villages dotted along
the coast where we could buy provisions or stop for a
snack. We spent 5 happy days camping on beaches,
lighting wood fires and swimming in crystal-clear
waters. Bliss. This was the furthest point we had
travelled on our journey east. It had taken us 3
months, and we had travelled 12,800km.

Having leisurely circled Issyk-Kul, it was time to return to collect our visas, so we returned to the
busy modern city of Bishkek, with its terrible drivers and imposing government buildings. We found a
place to park for the night, but at 10:30pm there was a bang on the door. Two men gestured that this
was a very dangerous spot, and we would have to move. They turned out to be local 'sheriffs' who
escorted us to a guarded car-park a few miles away, where we could sleep in safety and peace.
Little did we know of the horrors to come the following morning.....?

The Red Dragon (Part 6) - Eve & Richard Terry
The Final Curtain.
This is the last chapter about the Red Dragon's journey to the China border. We had travelled
12500km in our trusty 101, crossing through France, Germany, Austria, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia,
Bulgaria, Turkey, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Caspian Sea, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and
Kyrgyzstan. Why didn't we take the 101 into China? Simply, we couldn't afford to pay for the
compulsory guide to accompany us,-including all their food, and accommodation. Also, we didn't
want someone telling us where we could and couldn't go! Our next destination was to be
Kazakhstan. After a 6 day wait for our visas, which we had spent enjoying the idyllic shores of Lake
Issyk-Kul, we collected our visas from the Kazakh embassy in Bishkek, the shambolic capital of
Kyrgyzstan, only 25 km from the Kazakh border. We left the city and pulled off the road to eat our
breakfast in the back of the Dragon under a shady tree in a small village. Suddenly, there as a
mighty bang.

Our world turned upside down as we were tossed around like rag dolls in a tumble drier. Everything
went dark-I felt a table on top of me, and Richard lying on top of the table. Liquid was pouring from
somewhere, and someone was screaming,-it was me. Richard was the first to come to his senses.
He realised that the vehicle was lying on its side. He managed to clear sufficient space for us to
crawl through the sun-roof and clamber onto the pavement. Already a crowd had gathered, but
although Richard had blood pouring from a head wound and I had a lump the size of a cricket ball on
my skull, we were left sitting on the verge, confused, and totally ignored. What was going on?

A Mercedes car had hit us sideways on- pushed the 101 a good 16 feet along the verge, and tipped
us over. The driver was unconscious and his two distressed female passengers were in shock.
Communication was impossible. I was bundled into a taxi with the two ladies and driven off to a
hospital. Richard refused to leave the upturned Dragon, which was leaking oil on the outside, and
battery acid on the inside. Eventually, the police arrived and arranged for a lorry to attach a rope to
the 101 and pull the vehicle back onto its tyres. Richard got in the cab, which was still dripping acid,
and followed the police car to a compound. He was then taken to a local police station to make a
statement, but as no-one spoke English, it was decided that he should get himself checked out at the
hospital while they looked for an interpreter.
Meanwhile I was sharing a filthy hospital room with three others. The sheets were stained and
ripped, but a kind nurse brought me a dirty cloth with ice cubes to wrap around my head. I refused
the hypodermic needle that they wanted to inject in me. It was such a relief to see Richard, who
spent the night sleeping on a broken trolley in the corridor clutching his laptop and camera, while I
lay awake with our cash and documents under my dirty pillow. Next day we persuaded a reluctant
doctor to discharge us. With no family to provide food, we were hungry, and bought some biscuits
before making our way to the police station. The chief was charming, and took us to a cafe for a
breakfast of mutton swimming in fat and boiled potatoes, and a cup of something with the
consistency of warm vomit. Our interpreter eventually arrived at the station. A Brit called Alexandra
Carpenter, who ran a raspberry farm on the outskirts of Bishkek. She explained that the driver of the
Merc had died, and we couldn't write our statement until he had been buried, but she would find us a
guest house where we could recuperate in the meantime. The police gave us 20 minutes to take any
essentials out of the Dragon, so we returned to the compound, clambered through the wreckage and
stuffed clothes and toiletries into pillow cases. Our bag of tools had already 'disappeared'.

Then Alexandra drove us to a Korean guest house in the
back of her refrigerated van, where we could take stock
of our sorry situation in calmer surroundings. It would
take weeks to fix the 101. A brief inspection showed that
the bodywork was 2” out of kilter, the windscreen and
mirrors were smashed, battery acid had eaten into the
cab and the water containers were cracked. Apart from
that, the entire interior was wrecked. With only a 4 -week
visa for Kazakhstan, there was just no time to get the
Dragon fixed and drive across that vast country. The only
thing we could do, was to fly home and return at a later
date, having arranged for the vehicle to be fixed in our

absence. Alexandra warned us that the 101 would be looted if it stayed in the police compound as
corruption was a way of life for the Kyrgys police. She offered to keep the Dragon on her raspberry
farm, but would need a Power of Attorney- type document to prove she could take it away. We
signed the relevant paperwork at a local solicitor's office, and still in a daze, we flew back to the UK.

That wasn't the end of the story. As soon as we were strong enough, we prepared to return. We had
told Alexandra where we had hidden $4000 behind a wall panel in the 101, which would pay for the
repairs. We got our visas and planned our flights back to Bishkek. Then there was a major setback.
Alexandra had been shot by her own workers, and was in hospital. Apparently there had been
resentment about working for a European woman. Our plans were dashed. Our main concern was
Alexandra's health and safety. The bullet had gone through her jaw. She had an armed guard
outside her hospital room, and as she improved, she went into hiding. Luckily, her 90-year old
mother in Tunbridge Wells kept us posted. The Central Asian winter put paid to our plans and we
feared that the -40c temperatures would burst the pipes in the abandoned Dragon. We arranged for
an American guy, Ryan Hornung, who runs an adventure company called 'Iron Horse Nomads', to go
to the farm and see if he could get the Dragon out and start the repairs.
He found the farm
chained and guarded by a man with a gun, but managed to take some photos. The Dragon had been
totally ransacked, wiring pulled out, and the pipes had burst. The guard refused to release the
vehicle without Alexandra's permission. With difficulty, we contacted Alexandra and asked her to
release the 101 so Ryan could arrange the repairs. That's when we had our next shock. She told us
that we had signed the Dragon over to her at the solicitor's, and it was no longer ours, it was hers!
No mention of the money! We had been betrayed by a Brit.
Well, that's the story so far. Apparently if we fly over to Bishkek with our original V5 and proof of
ownership, we can get the police to release the vehicle. The feeling of unfinished business doesn't
go away, but the very real chance of danger and the deteriorating condition of the 101 on the other
side of the world have stopped us from going back. Funny how things turn out. When the idea of
buying a 101 started, I wasn't keen, but a year after losing our Red Dragon it was me who persuaded
Richard to buy another one. She is sitting outside now, and we are gradually gathering parts to make
her roadworthy. I wonder where we'll travel in this one?
If you want to see more pics and adventures of the Red Dragon go to - adventurenotdementia on
Facebook, or contact us on: horethorne@gmail.com

Editor Note-

A sad end to the adventure, but glad to see you are both ok & still keen to own a
101. Thank you very much for sharing it with us, as it has been very interesting!

